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cently Returned To The States
After Four Years Overseas

Listed As Methodist Con•
ferekice Closes.

Many Members of Weakley and
°Mon County Farm Groups To
Attend Outstanding Program

Frankfort, Ky.— Messrs. Rabbit
The Rev. W. E. Michke was reMembers of the Fulton Lions
Quail may expect a hot recep- Club were hosts to Major Paul turned to the pastorate of the First
and
Many farmers, who are members
Astivity among the veterans is
tion when they venture forth on Hornbeak at the regular luncheon Methodist church of Fulton Sunday of the
Weakley or Obion county
•on the ascendancy in this vieinity . The annual 441 Club and FFA
Nov. 20, opening day of Kentucky's meeting last Friday, when he was in he announcement of appointfarm bureau organizations, will
as was testified by the fine 'crowd fat calf show and sale was held
of
y
A
record•arm
-season.
hunting
concluding
the
occasion.
the
for
marked
guest speaker
ments that
attend the 25th anniversary conthat turned out for the barbecue rhursday at Botts Livestock yards
hunters is expected to take to the Maor flornbeak, veteran of World session of the Memphis Conference
vention of the Tennessee Farm Bualinner served by members of the in Union City, when $600 in prethe
of
in
quest
date
that
on
fields
War I and II, recerttly returned to meeting held last week at Hum- reau 'Federation, when it meets in
American Legion and the Auxil- miums were .awarded winners.
plumpthe
and
hare
the States after four years. over- boldt.
The show was sponsored under fat-legged
Nashvilie, Nov. 17-20. R. L. Mciary. The gathering was held in
breasted Bob White. •
seas with the Army quartermater
The 're-appointment of the Rev. Natt, president of the Weakley
tha new Earle & Taylor building the auspices of the University of
in- corps.
sharp
the
reviewing
While
church
local
the
thru
serve
to
Michke
County Farm Bureau, announces
:
that near the Legion Cab- Tennessee extension service,
on Four
last
He sailed from New York, Aug. was hailed by members who had that a special bus wili=leave the
county, the crease in number of hunters
in, and an enjoyable evening- was its agents in Obion
of 5, 1942 for England, and arrived
director
Wallace,
Earl
season,
feared that the popular pastor Gulf service station in Martin,
Obion County Farm Bureau and
reported.
and Fish, back in New York. Oct. 19, 1946.
of Agri- the Division of Game
might be lost through' assignment Sunday, Nov. 17 at 7:30 a. m., and
On the Auxiliary Committee in the Tennessee Departrnent
movement
greater
even
an
forecast
lie spent much of his time in the to some other church.
Relattne— Hotel in Dresden at 8:00
Tharge of arrangements were Mrs. culture.
year.
this
sportsmen
afield among
Mediterrannean and European thethis sec- a. m., and carry Weakley counOther appointments
Wallace Shankle, Auxiliary presi"We soid 105,910 hunting licenses aters of war, and saw much active Sion include:
AND TAYLORS
tians attending the state meeting.
'dent; Mrs. Earle Taylor, Mrs. McDADES
last year and with the boys back service. While en route to MarHickman, First Church, W. D.
With registration beginning at
Russell Rudd, Mrs. Johnson Hill OBSERVED GOLDEN WEDDING from the Service, I would not be seilles, France from North Africa
Grissom; West Hickman Circuit,
2:00 p. m., Sunday, Vesper Services
.and Mrs. R. L. Harris. The Legion ANNIVERSA.RY SUNDAY
surprised to see*the number reach via ship. Major Hornbeak's ship
(accepted supply); Rev.
Cecil
R.
J.
at 4:00 p. m., and the annual wocernmittee was composed of James
150.000—possibly more— this sea- was struck by a torpedo or mine.
O. A. Marrs, First Methodist church
Sunday market a special occa- son," Wallace stated.
Maasharn. Johhaon Hill, GlIbert
The ship's captain gave orders to at Martin; Rev. W. King Dicker- men's public speaking contest at
7:30 p. m., the Home and ComBtulton. Leon Hutchens, and Hop sion in the lives of two of the finHe added that despite such• an stand ready to abandon ship, but
First Church, Union City; W.
est older couples in this locality— onslaught on the wild life popula- after a rfight of high winds and son,
munity department furnishes the
Weoda.
of
C. Rister acrepected the supply
curtain raising program. Eleven
The barbecue was provided by for it denoted the golden wedding tion he felt sure sportsmen would choppy seas, an American destroyBarnes
A.
W.
circuit;
Martin
the
S.
enjoy better hunting this year. In- er came to the rescue. A seagoing
group conferences holding separthe Legionnaires, and each person anniversaries for Mr. and Mrs.
returned to the Dresden station.
Line-st. creased stocking of quail and an
ate sessions throughout the day on
In attendance brought a dish of A. McDade, 319 East State
tug shot a line to the damaged ship
C. L. apparent abundance of rabbits bet.
Monday, each studying and analysomething good to eat. Cafeteria Fulton: and Mr. and _Mrs.
and towed it to port.
Tenn. ,
stered his optimism. He could offer
zing its particular problems and
Front Marseilles, Major Horn- Dr. C. S. Lowry Talks
style of service was carried out. Taylor of Martin,
The MeDades have resided in the rabid cluelt hunters little con- beak went to Mannheim, Heidelrecommendations to be
The Rev. W. R. Reid. pastor of
To Good Audience On formulating
Presbyterian Fulton all of their married life solation, though in view of new berg and Bremenhaven, Germany,
presented back to the Farm BuCumberland
t he
many
their
by
are beloved
Kentucky Constitution reau proper for study and action.
Federal regulations that are bound with the quartermasters corps. He
•church, offered invocation. James and they
Mr. McDade. who has pre- to put a crimp in their game bag sailed to New York from BremenOn Monday afternoon at 5:00 p. m.
Warren, rommander of the Fulton friends.
sided as Justice of Peace in Obion during an all-out effort to conserve haven.
Dr. C. S. Lowry, prominent Ken- the annual infokmal Farm Foils
Legion post. acted as toastmaster.
county for many years, has mar- waterfowl.
tucky educator and head of the Reception will be held at the Anried more than 6.800 couples in the
The rabbit-quail season, extendsocial ecience department at Mur- drew Jackson hotel.
FRANK WATTS DIES
DEATHS
past quarter century. Mrs. McDade ing from Nov. 20 thru Jan. 15, is
ray State College, talked before
The convention proper opens on
EN ST. LOUIS, MO. is the former Miss Jennie Brann. augmented by duck shooting from
art attentive' audience Tuesday afTuesday morning with a County
MAX HALL WALKER
The Taylors held open house last Nov. 23 to January_ 3; grouse or
ternoon, ath the Carr Institute auirank Overton Watts, 79, former Sunday at their home, 400 Main- native pheasant hunting on Dec. 1
Max Hall Walker, the infant son ditorium on "Why Kenucky Needs Farm Bureau Presidents' Breaki-ident of this section, died Nov. st, in Martin, and many friends to 15, and a tentative open deer of Mr. and Mrs. Max Walker, was a New Constitution." Dr. Lowry fast at the Andrew Jackson hotel
at 7:30 a. m.
3th at the St. Vincent's hospital in visited with them.
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dates inclusive.
be made by Hon. Jim McC,ord,
v.a re held there November 7th.
son also permtts the shooting- of East Side cemetery in Martin by chers Associations,
MRS. EMMA DEW BURIED
He leaves his brother, Col. Will
The public was invited to' attend governor 9k, Tennessee, on "Belbrant and coot, but there is not the,Rev. O. A. Marrs, Friday afMONDAY NEAR WINGO
C. Watts, and a half-sister, 24rs.
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LOTS OF HUNGRY YOUNGSTERS
An official release from the Government at Washington reveals the
fact that school lunch programs for
this year will be furnshed 6,655,458
pupils in 43,480 'schools. The Government contributes $47,844,000 and
the States and local communities
will add about $76,000,000.
A lot of oldsters would like to
turn up at the school lunch counters and get in on that sore of
treats—something that they never
dreamed of in their school days.
EDUCATION VS. ARMAMENTS
Declaring that we cannot rely
on armaments alone for our defense, Joseph S. Landis, president
of the American Federation of
Teachers, say that "security is to
be found only in the type of education which will create in the hearts
of men the desire to use atomic
energy for the welfare of men re-

TIRES VULCANIZED
AND RECAPPED
Auto Parts
Sporting Goods
Kelly-Springfield

Tiros

MEL SIMON,S
Phone 478
Upper Main Si, Fulton

DR. T. M. REID

ther than for the destruction."
This is an interesting assertion but
it is not all the truth about the
matter of defense. All the education
that men are able to receive, if
confined to the United States, will
not give security to this nation unless the intelligence acquired is
used in the production of ararnents
in the event of warfare.
There is a security to be found
in education only when it is universal. The desire for peace, for example, will help mankind abolish
war only when it becomes generally accepted throughout the earth.
It is pefectly obvious that the
pacifists make a great mistake
when they fail to admit that one
aggressor can upset the peace of
the world dregardless of the pacifism and hatred of warfare that
might exists in every other country.
TWO HOURS OF STRAIGHT
TALK
News writers folk-wing industry
particularly that poitiun ot it that
touches and its infltenced by au
fitke
tomotive production. hivt
chance to•get a lot ...)f the triswers
they have been looking fro: in Detroit that other day, when C. E
Wilson, president of General Moturs, put in tyo solid I10`.11S at a
group interview.
More than 50 writers, ec...e;nrs and
commentators were p!...:,_nt and
they left no bases uncove:ed in
their queries. -They left a clearer
:dea of :he past production prob
lems in industry as a whine, as well
as in General Motors, and 1 f some
of the br.rriers tls.at bora ..haed.
It was a straightforward press
conference, an examn1:: ot one of
the best ways industry can tell its
story in a situation of national crisis. Mr. Wilson did nc..:
or
point fingers, but re.fich: no bones
of stating his opinioa tha.
series
of "bum guesses" tn government
tc:iu. pped the post-wa. nroduuc1:cc pr..;,;r:.m
on rozne fres ts The
effects of these gc.eernmental actions conpled with the retarding
afects of strikes we,e fully iscussed.
It was made (lea.' at the confer
ence that General Motors continues
to maintain faith in Airerican
know-tio!.v" and its ability to prosper on a"hasic platform of full production, tnat there st.e...t1 be jobs
enough and products eeough for
everyone if the peopie of ihe Nation themselves are willing to work
for the things they want. Mr. Wilson and his Genertl I i.eois associates are betting that way, and
ave put $700,00J,00.1 "on the line"
for postwar expanst -h, ard modernization of GM facilitie, to indicate
their confidence in the fnture.

fronts. They say that while Communist publications and Moscow
radios have increased their attacks
on the United States and Great
Britain, the Soviet Union has:
1. Withdrawn its force from the
Danish Island of Bornholm, in 'the
Batty... Sea;
2. Steadily reduced the size of
occupation armies in Balkan countries formerly allied with Germany;
3. Removed its troops from Iran,
permitting the government there to
retain some control over the rebellious province of Azerbaijan;
4. Withdrawn Red Army forces
from Manchuria, except in two
ports where they remain under an
American-approved agreement with
China;
5. Refrained from aggressive moves against Turkey, despite the argument over the defense of the
Dardanelle Straits;
6. Modified to some extent its
demands that Trieste be turned over to Yugoslavia;
7. In Austria and Hungary, Soviet occupation forces- have permitted elections which were free enough
to result in decisive defeats for
Communistic candidates.
It is well to call attention to these
items in connection with the general condemnation of Soviet-Russia and the tendency to become sensational over the state of affairs in
the world. Personally, we have
been somewhat impressed by the
evidence that piles up to indicate
aggressive intentions on the part
of the Soviet Union but we are
frank enough to admit that this
ay have been the result of a failure ori the part of preaa associations
and radio commentators to report
all the facts in connection with
world affairs.
BULGARS HAVE NERVE
The Peace Conference in Paris
is hearing some interesting claims
but one of the most unusual is
that advanced by Bulgaria, an enemy country and a loser, which now
asks for a "window on the Aegean
Sea'' at the expense of Greece.
The Bulgarian claim follows the
Greek request for a slice of Bulgaria's southeastern frontier. It wa.s
argued that the Thracian Littorals
have only local importance because
they are separated from Bulgaria
and attributed the delivery of Bulgaria 'to the German influence of
Hitler" by its separation from the
Aegean Sea..
The disposition of these conflicting claims must, of course, depend
upon the decision of officials who
will study the situation and the
facts. Ne'vertheless, as a general
proposition there is little to be gained, after a war, by rewarding enemies and punishing friends and allies.

Worry is the price one has to
If some one calls you a snake—
monist party in this country had
dropped twenty thousand members'coil up and strike him.
pay for 'being an intelligent huin the last ten years. The author I A lot of people never reach man being. But then you don't
stated that the party needed to in!their goal because they head in have to eat hay.
crease membership at least fifty per
cent if the organization was to re- main intact.
Against such gloomy forecasts,
the party is begivining an all-out
drive to gain new memberships. It
will probably gain some member,ships in New York, Michigan, and
Let us clean and repair your furnace, or repair
California, where greatest strength
of the party lies, but the Commum;
your roof.
ist party will eventually go the way;
of all third parties in this country.!
TIN WORK A SPECIALTY
Many groups have tried to in- I
crease the traditional two parties!
in the United States, but even The-1
odore Roosevelt failed in this attempt. It is doubtful if the Communists wil slucceed in their effoil
TIN SHOP
to build up a strong third party.
Too many others have failed before
Main and Olive Streets,
Fulton, Ky.
them.

ROOF and FURNACE
Smallman & Webb

OVERPLAYED
We hold no brief for Representative Andrew May of Kentucky.
who has been summoned before the
Senate War Investigating Committee to explain certain checks in connection with the war contracts ot
some Illinois manufacturers.
The charges were first made on
July 2 and the Chairman of the
Hous Milita.ry Affairs Committee is now at home under the care
of doctors. In the meantime, the
case has been• ballyhooed considerably by the press associations
and, we presuhe, radio commentators, with few days passing without a recapitulation and resume of
the "case."
While we thoroughly approve the
general purpose of the investigating cortunittee, we think the Maymatter has been blown up entirely
out of proportion. It might be a
good idea for publicity representatives to let the case simmer until
Mr. May can give his side of the
transactions that involved him.
Most reformers talk loud and long
of the road to Utopia, but always
want someone else to build it.
Then there was the man who
married his deceased wife's sister
so he wouldn't have to break in a
new set of relations.

Just
Around
The
Corner

We have a fine selection of Jewelry for Christmas giving. Come in and make your selections
early while our stock is most complete.
USE OUR LAY-AWAY PLAN

WARREN Jewelry Store
WALNUT STREET

FULTON, ICY.

•

Veterinary Service
Day or Night
Phone 807 R
Or Call 70

Dr. H. W. Connaughton
Graduate Veterinarian
Located on Martin-Fulton
Highway

OPTIMISTIC FACTS
A THIRD PARTY?

Chiropractor
City National Bank Bldg
Office Hous 9 to 12; 2 to 5
Evenings 7 to 8 p. m.
Plasmatic Therapy
PHONE 97
Electrical Treatments

Something
of
an
optimistic!
statement comes from Secretary of
War Robert P. Patterson, who sees
no immediate need for this .councry to rearm in the face of the
present wdrld situation.
Also reassuring is the belief expressed by the Secretary of War
that "we should be back where we
were a year ago in six months."
In addition, an Associated Press
dispatch quotes unnamed officials
in Washington as saying that Russia in the last six months has retreated
on several
important

Easy To Build
With BLOCKS

In a recent national weekly, an
article was published relating to
Communism, statiag that the Com-

Relief At Last,
For Your Cough
Creomulsion relieves promptly because it goes right to the seat of the
trouble t,o help loosen and expel germ
laden phlegm, and aid nature to soothe
and heal raw,tender inflamed bronchial
mucous membranes. Tell your druggist
to sell you a bottle of Creomulsion with
the understanding you must like the
way it quickly allays the cough or you
are to have your money back.

CREOMULSION

For Couzhs, Chest Colds, Bronchitis

RADIO REPAIR
SERVICE
Parts and Tubes
Phone 1261
HAM'S RADIO
SERVICE
324 Walnut St., Fulton

Hear America's favorite tenor

(ALL US
—for—

The Army Ground Forces offers you
A NEW LIFE OUT THERE
Look toward Korea and Japan! A thrilling new job and a
new life—with interesting work, sports, entertainment and
travel opportunities—can be had for the asking by qualified
young men who volunteer for the 1st Cavalry, llth Airborne,
6th. ith, 24th or 25th Infantry Divisions.
What an opportunity ... what a ipb! Training in one of
stand you in good stead wherever you
these crack units
pa. Study a foreign language. Learn the fascinating detail% of
Military Government—so vital to future ifeace and prosperity.
Japan's "Isles of Pines" are but a sample of the attractions of an Army career in the Far East. The Army has
reopened conifortable hotels, theaters,lwimming pools, tennis
clubs, golf courses, ball parks. These — familiar haunt., of
pre•war tourists — and many new developments—provide a
broad choice of recreation.
Not everyone can measure up to this job. Only 3-year
enli.tees who meet prescribed physical and mental standards
can enjoy the benefits of such a job. High overseas pay,
good food and lodging and a generous retirement plan make
your future in the Army Ground Forces too good to miss!
See your nearest Army Hee:uiting Officer for full di tails.

DRY (LEANING

• listen tot: "Sound OR," "Worriers et Poem" 'llolce of The Army."
"Proudly We Heil," end Major Football Et eadeests on your radio.

Concrete or Cinder Blocks, Waterproof Cement,

—and_

HERE'S WHAT YOU GAIN ON OVERSEAS SERVICE

Sand and Gravel. See us for your building

LAUNDRY SERVICE

needs.

JAMES MELTON
Every Sunday on the

HARVEST OF STARS

Adams & Lowe

with Howard Barlow
and 60-piece Orchestra
Lyn Murray Chorus
Distinguished Dramatic Casts
Special Muskal Guests

FILL NBC NETWORK • 110 7:00 P.IL CST

Martin Highway — Fulton, Ky.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER 111
es,

IN ADDITION
TO FOOD,

Cash and Carry Servict
—Your Patronage Is Always Appreciated.

LODGING,
CLOTHS,
MEDICAL AND
DENTAL CARE

Master Sergeant
or First Sergeant . •
Technical Sergeant . •
•
Staff Sergeant . .
Sergeant
Corporal
Privet First Oats .
Private

STARTING SASE PAY
PER MONTH
fervlc•
Se-ule•
(Jews...
on U. S.
$198.00
$165.00
162.00
135.00
138.00
115.00
120.00
100.00
108.00
-90.00
96.00
80.00
90.00
75.00
le. Pay by 20%1

Overseas Service I

Yew Regular Army Serves the Nation and Mankind in War Ind Peon

PARISIAN

Federal Building

LAUNDRY-CLEANERS

Paducah, Ky.

Plume 14

A

GOOD

ion - roli

YOU

U. S. Army
CH0051 THIS
FINE PROCESSION NOW'

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
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LET'S TALK MEET-Thanksgiving Is Near!

THE ARM OF KINar HENRY THE raT ESTABLISHED
THE LENGTH OF THE YARD MEASUREMENT.

Nly, how time flies!
Here we are on the eve of another
Thanksgiving.....and this year we have So much to be thankful
for. The boys are home from war, and many family firesides
will be happier this year. And for those who did not return, let
us pay humble tribute and respect....,may those homes be blessed
in some way to make up in some small measure for the loss
they have suffered.
Thanksgiving is a purely American occasion, when our thoughts turn to the home and our loved
ones. This week we offer you some outstanding values to make home more livable and comfortable

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK'S QUIZ
FALSE-A dromedary has one hump-a camel has two.

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

SPLIAL THIS WEEK

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

7

9-WAY ELECTRIC SET

ALL-ALUMINUM TURKEY ROASTER

Coffeemaker, Toaster, Grill and Hot Plate. An
all-purpose electric outfit that will help you get
breakfast ready in a "jiffy." Regular $10.95
value. Special this week only-

Fine for roasting or broiling. Electric, and made

Here's a value well wo.rth grabbing. It will

of aluminum which gives it lightness for easy

make your Thanksgiving and Christmas roast-

handling. Regular $12.95 value. This week-

ing much easier. Special this week-

$9.95

S11.95

Dinnette Suites
For Thanksgiving Cheer
Beautiful Oak Finished Dinnette Suite, consisting of a sturdily built table and four leatherette
upholstered chairs. Only $62.50.
Chrome Dinnette Suite-really charming and
modernistic in taste. With four upholstered
chairs. An attractive value at- $89.95.
5-Piece Breakfast Set. Table finished in whit,2
enamel and four upholstered chairs.- $59.50.

LI

SUPER-STAR DUALL MASTER GRILL

HOLLYWOOD ROASTER,
All electric, durable aluminum.
Complete with cord

$21.95

THERMO BROILER
All-electric, aluminum roaster.
$20.40
Complete with cord
REYNOLDS SKILLET
Aluminum, with cover; makes fine fryer $6.90
REYNOLDS BROILERS
$6.95
Made of aluminum. Large size _
$4.95
only
Smaller size
REYNOLDS STEWERS
All aluminum. Large $3.60 Smaller size $3.45
$1.10
CAST IRON SKILLETS, size No. 8
CAST IRON CHICKEN FRYER with cover $3
$1.00
CAST IRON CORN STICICS PANS
$4.95
CAST ALUMINUM TEA KETTLES
PYREX CASSEROLE, with serving tray $1.25
PYREX LOAF PANS, 3 sizes 45c, 50c and 65c
95c
PYREX MIXING BOWL SETS, set of 3
PYREX PIE PLATES, ideal for maldng
25c and 45c
holiday pumpkin pies
$2.49
BUN WARMER, all aluminum

PYREX CUSTARD CUPS, six 5 oz. cups 39c
FIESTA MIXING BOWL SETS
$2.50
Set of four pieces
EKCO PRESSURE COOKER, 4 qt. size $13.9n
PRESTO PRESSURE COOKER 6 qt. size $12.95
/1-PIECE GLASSBAKE UTILITY SET
Consisting of 2 loaf pans, 6 custard cups, 2
$2.40
piece casserole and pie plate
$1.00 and $2.00
CHINAWARE TEA POT
CORY COFFEMAKER
$3.75
6 cup size coffee brewer
$4.95
8 cup size coffee brewer
SILEX COFFEMAKER, 6 to 8 cup size $3.75
COFFEMAKER HOT PLATES
$5.25
Complete with cord
CANDY JAR, keeps it fresh
39c
PLASTIC COOKIE JAR
69c
CANNISTER SET, 4 pieces
99c
ELECTRIC POPCORN POPPER
This unit pops fluffy, tender popcorn without
$5.95
effort. No stirring, no shaking
6-PIECE SERVING TRAY
Aluminum tray witinh 5 containers
$3.69
FIRE SCREEN, home4eautifier
$6.95
FIRE SCFtEEN-CARD TABLE
$5.95'
GRANITEWARE STEWERS
__ 89c

$7 55
Beautiful Dinnenvare
Will Set Off The Feast
We have a fine selection of Dinnerware, featured in various designs and a choice of four, six or
service set.
$14.95
53-PIECE DINNERWARE SET
$19.95 and $2/.95
$12.95
35-PIECE DINNERWARE SET
$9.95
30-PIECE BREAKFAST SET
2-WAY SItILLET, aluminum 11-inch domed
$5.95
cover. Larcie size. Save time and fats
$2.39
KROMEXWARE, keeps cakes fresh
$5.88
PEN-AIR ELECTRIC TOASTER
ROAST KING ROASTERS
$12.31
Made of stainless steel, with lid
$14.50
ELECTRIC JUICER
$2.95
TWO-SLICE ELECTRIC TOASTER
PLASTIC CAKE COVER WITH PLATE $1.29
$12.31
ROAST KING, all alum. roaster
5-TUBE SONORA RADIO
AND RECORD PLAYER
Offered in two popular designs. $55.75 & $57.85

Give A

I

Remember Our
RADIO PROGRAM

RADIO

Begin* not Saturday we will presed
"STARS OF TOMORROW' over WENK,
the thin City radio statism.

We have a wide selection of those popular Son'-'
ora Radios, offering a wide choice pf designs and
prices. You can choose one from this group with
$28.65 to $47.35
the greatest of ease.

This Christmas
-

FULTON ELECTRIC & FURNITURE CO

••

319-323 W ALIfILIT STREET

ERNEST LOWE, Manager

PHONE 100

FULTON,KENTUCKY
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CLASSIFIED ADS
VETERINARIAN— Dr. E. B. Cherry, veterinarian surgeon, Fulton.
Phone 460 at the Owl Drug Co.
I am now selling my Baby Helfer
Calves out of my Good Cows. Ilave
some on hand. Cecil Barnette,
Fulton, Ky.
2tp
FOR SALE—House and lot for
sale or trade; alsoavacant lot. 511
College-st, phone 12831-J.
4tp
Plant White Corn for more profit.
Place order for DeKalb Hybrid and
be sure you can get it. Cecil Bar4tp
nette,. Fulton, Ky.
WANTED— Immediately, young
GI who wishes to learn the printing trade. Must be mechanically
inclined and willing to apply himself. Fulton County News.

wedding of Miss Betty Bailey and
Carl Billie Harrison in the Cumb.
Presbyterian church in Fulton last
Sunday afternoon.
Rev. and Mrs. Boykin attended
the Mehodist conference in Humboldt.
Rev. Boykin has been moved to
Columbus, Ky., as pastor. Rev. S.
B. Jones will fill his place in the
Cayce Methodist church, The Rev.
Jones was a chaplain in the Army.
Mrs. Carrie Campbell of near
Hickman spent af ew days last
week with Mr. iind Mrs. Dood
Campbell.
Little Patricia Mosier, who has
been sick in Jones Clinic at Fulton. is improving and has returned
home.
Miss Margaret Jones of Memphis is visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Austin Jones.

FOR SALE—Girl's Bicycle in Al
condition, like new. See Bettie Lu
Bushart, 207 Park-av, Fulton.

PILOT OAK
ROCK SPRINGS

Mrs. Louise Olive and children
WANTED—Poplar timber, large
or small tracts. Excellent prices., rettirned home Friday of last week
ltp, after visiting her parents, Mr. and
A. A. Madden, Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Hardy in Detroit for the past
FOR SALE— Cole's Circulator, 1 two weeks.
slightly used, just like new. Can
Bennett and Ilene Wheeler from
be seen at Billiard Parlor on Lake Chicago visited Mr. and Mrs. Feriol
Street.
ltp
Steele Friday afternoon.
Estell Emerson of Dukedom visFOR SALE — Improved, large
Whippoorwill Peas for seed. Rea- ited Mr. and Mrs. Jim Rains Frisonable. See Woodard Reese, Ful- night night.
Mrs. Pearl Carr. Mrs. Pauline
3tp
ton, Route 1
Carr and Mrs. Helen Coletharp
visited Mrs. Allene Lowry Tuesday
afternoon.
Ewing Rowland left last veek
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Sloan vis- for Florida to join his wife and
ited Mr. andMrs. Fred Baranway daughter, visiting Rev. Morelock
and wife.
of Onion City, Friday.
Mr.' Edd Casey is anvalescing
Mr. and Mrs. John Fleming of
the Sylvan
Shade community, after spell of sickness.
Miss Allie Rowland visited Mrs.
spent Tuesday with Mr. and Mrs.
Mary Collins Friday afternoon of
J. N. Fleming.
last week.
Mrs. Walter Bequette is in the
Mrs. Ira Rains, Mr. and Mrs.
Union City Clinic after an operaNeal Bushart and Gale visited Mr.
tion for appendicitis. She is imand 114rs. Orbie Bushart Saturday.
proving nicely.
M.s. F,uth and Francis Jones
Mrs. Neal Scearee visited her
went to Fulton Saturday shopping.
dttughters in Memphis a few days
'Monroe Xates gte dinner Tues.
last week.
daY of last weels with Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. Pearl Fisher and Mrs. An- Will Collins,
nie L. Sloan and Eddie Jean of
Mrs. Ophelia Caldwell, Mrs. AlMemphis spent Sunday with Mr. lene Lowry, Mrs. Emma Grissom
and Mrs. A. Simpson and Mrs. Ida went to Mayfield Monday.
Sloan.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hicks and
Several from Cayce attended the Sonny, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Ste-

*

CAYCE

ward and children. Mr. and Mrs.
Herschel Hicks and son took Sunday dinner with Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Hainley.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates, Mr.
and Mrs. B. G. Lowry and Jimmie
Mr. and Mrs. Bernie Yates from
Mayfield took Sunday dinner with
Mr. and Mrs. John Yates.
Forty men and women gathered
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wash
Casey Friday afternoon and picked their cotton for them. It was
very much appreciated.
Mr. and Mrs. William Caldwell
spent Saturday night• with his brother, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Caldwell
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Crittenden
and family have been visiting Mrs
Emma McNeely who is very sick
at this time.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Waggoner
visited Mr. and Mrs. Caleb Yates
Sunday afternoon.

*

Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Brown and
Donna Sue visited awhile Monday
night with Mr. Elmoore Copelen
and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Fort Dillon and
baby spent Tuesday with Johnnie
•
Moore.
Mrs. Nina Moore and Gladys
visited Monday afternoon with
Mrs. Ella Veatch.
Mr. James Veatch is on the sick
list. He has rheumatism.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen
Martha, Mrs. Nora Copelen, Misses
Marie, Narie and Gladys Moore
attended church services at Fulton
Tuesday night. The services were
conducted by Rev. J. T. Drace.
Mrs. Hilda Byrd spent from Sunday until Sunday with her mother
Mrs. Mary Fortner.
Little Martha Kay Copelen spent
Wednesday with her grandparents
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Green.
Mrs. Willie Ruth McClanahan
taught at Ca,aitchfield school a few
days this week for Mrs. Letha May
Luten who was ill.
Little Sandra Hale spent the
week end with Martha Kay Copelen.
Mrs. Ruby Hardison and Rita
Carol and Miss Rachel Hardison
visited Mrs. Ella Veatch Friday afternoon.
Mrs. Jennie Pulley spent Satur-

day with Mrs. Nora Copelen.
Mrs. Lorine Howell, Mrs. Eva
Sanders, and Patricia Ann Maxwell visited Mrs. Ella Bell Guyn
Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs. Jennie Waldrop and daughter of Carbondale, Ill., visited a
few days this week with Mrs. Allie
Newton.
Mrs. Jerald Holliday and Eldon
Eugene, Mrs. Myrtle Noblin, Mrs.
Eva Seat and Mr. and Mrs. Irvin
Jeffries, spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Pressie Moore and family.
Mr. Angus Guyn of Detroit visited Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Guyn
and Ray a few days the past week.
FACTS ABOUT U. S. WORKERS
There has been considerable misinformation spread around the nation about the number of Government employes and the Impression
has grown in some arcas thct the
Federal Government pays a collection of loafers who have little worlt
to do.
This is unfortunate. The average
Arne:ic:an should undeistioul that,
on July 31st last, the Goeerninent
of the United States employed 2,-,
282.000 civilians, but that. of thc
total 1.113,000 were esnployed
the War and Navy Departm:n.s and
other war agencies. In addition,
177.000 are working for the Vete-

texttiboks.
It is essential, of couis.e, that
textbooks on history tell the truth
as to events, but it is not desirable,
in our opinion ,that they conform
in the expression of theories or in
the justification of national conflicts. In some fields of history,
where theories clash at.d opinksrts
differ, it will not be advantageous
to attempt a statement to please
everybody. In connection with what
however it
actually happened,
ought to be possible for experts,
representing the various countries,
if necessary, to agree upon certain
facts.
It will not be easy, for evample.
to secure uniformity in French and
German textbooks that relitte to
the historic clashes between these
TRUE IN HISTORY
countries. Nor would it be possible
in the United States to eliminate
A group of prominent world edu- certain build-ups that conform to
not
cators, meeting in Austrialia, ex- traditional opinions, even it
presses the opinion., that analysis in accordance with complete truth.
and revision of textbooks on war
A good kick may. Mart a st&ne
will be an essential step toward
rolling when otherwise it res:,
s on
lssting international Amid will.
The idea of the delegates is, to the mountainside for it generAion.
edsicate the people of the world so
The stork is a bir.t with a big
that they may have an understandbill.
ing of internationa !problems Tilts
is a laudable purpose but we doubt
One of our girls claims. that it
it it can be achieved by any sy- is not proper to hold a man's hand
stem of censorship in the writing of in the dark but often necessary.

WE SPECIALIZE IN ALL KINDS OF

Seed Cleaning
We are equipped and have the experience to give you the kind of service you
desire in seed cleaning.

too tile /14:orntortal,,,
Co.e,vhound %%a
LEAVE FULTON
7:00 am
11:00 am
4:30 pan
9:00 pm
Also frequent, convenient schedules to Louisville, Chicago, De.
trolt, Evansville and [Menne&
iate points.
UNION BUS STATION
4ths& Carr Sts.

Wise Shoppers Are Ordetitig
Their "Personalized" Christmas
Cards and Stationery N - - W

rans Administration. Tht n. there
are the 492,000 employes of the
Postoffice Department.
What do these figures.mean! Simply that all other civil.an employes
of the United States, working within the continental area of the nation, number 500,000. This fact
should be remembered when glib
orators tell you and me that immense savings can be applied to
tax reductions by eliminating unnecessary governmental workers
While it ip true that some of them
can be eliminated without serious
injury to governmental affairs most
of them are necessary if this country is to function in the interest
and for the service of the neople.

Phone 44

GREYHOUND

WE ALSO HAVE SEED FOR YOUR F1ALL
SOWING AT ATTRACTIVE PRICES.
See us for your FEED AND FERTILIZER
NEEDS, and let us do yOur CUSTOM GRINDING.

A.C.Butts& Sons
Phone 202-W or 2027.1
East State Line
Fulton, Kentucky

THANKSGIVING

. BE 1\ ISE—ORDER It OUR -PERSONALIZED CHRISTMAS CARDS AND STATIONERY NOW,
and be assured of receiving them in plenty of time for addressing and mailing before Christmas.
COME IN TODAY, or ORDER BY MAIL from
wide selection of cleverly designed, ga' y
colored cards.

Your Name Imprinted on Each Makes It Distinctly Yours!

CallsFor More Grade A asteurized Milk

tt't

20 BEAUTIFUL CARDS, each imprinted with your name $1.50 to $3.50

FULTON NEWS,
FULTON, KENTUCKY.

(PLACE YOUR ORDER BY MAIL)

To Be Imprinted
Name
Address
City
Box of Cards Wanted $1.50

State
$3.50

GIVE A BOX OF PERSONALIZED STATIONERY THIS CHRISTMAS!
Personal Boxed Stationery, Imprinted Specially for Individual Use.
Box of 100 sheets paper and 100 nice social envelopes, only

$3.00

Fulton Printing Co.
Fourth Street

At this festive sea3on when good, wholesome meals are being planned
by the housewife, milk is your best and most economical food. One quart
lf pasteurized milk costs I9c; for the same food value in meats you pay
41c.

Fulton, Ky.

Remember, The Printing No. Is 470

Mrs. Housewife is quick to figure food values in calorie content and
prices these days. And with the holiday season upon us, they will make
use of Pure Pasteurized Milk in the preparation of meals for the family
and guests.

Fulton Pure Milk Co.
Phone 813-J

Fulton, Ky.

THE FULTON. C'OUNTY NEWS,,FULTON, KENTUCKY
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ROUTE THREE

Mass., iS here visiting parents, rela-1 , Stlisper guests Sunday night at -rreeded rest from duties'aa' a phylives and friends for a few days. P. J.' Brann's and mother, Mrs. G. sician and surgeon.
Hello, friends. Feeling up to par?
Alvin Foster, wife, Jack Smith 1 W. Brann were: Elmer Cannon and
Mr. Walter Petitt remains about
Grabyour napsack and take to the and Betty Lou, visited Mrs. J. T.; family, Jimmie Clement, wife and the same. He is suffering from
baby, Deanne, George Cannon and complications and infirmities
bottoms for nuts.
Hedge Saturday night.
ot
Mrs. J. T. Hedge was operated
Elzo Foster and wife, E. C. Low- ' son, Mike.
.
age.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R. S. Gossom and
in Haws hospital Friday. Condi- ry and wife went to the lake a
Mr. Troy Turbeville is a patient
children. Billy Williams, Richard
tion is not so good at present but few days ago.
at Haws Memorial hospital and
Lowry and best girl, Miss Martha
we hope for a speedy recovery.
E. C. Lowry filled his regular aphas undergone an operation for ulMr. and Mrs. W. M. Foster of De- pointment at Bethel Church Satur- Lou Williams, _attended the Cuba cerated stomach. He shows signs
ot
ball
game
Friday
night.
troit left for home Monday after a day and Sunday.
improvements, altho he is a very
Mrs.
B.
H.
Lowry
is stepping
short visit with
relatives and
J. C. Foster is very poorly at
sick man.
friends in Kentucky and Ohio.
this time; his wife has had a sore out lately. She has a new concrete
News from the bedside of Mrs.
Visitors at J. C. Foster's Friday thumb and not in a very amiable sidewalk.
Paul Cavender in St. Louis states
All
the
in-laws
of
B.
h.
Lowry
night to see Mr. and Mrs. W. M. mood.
•
that she is doing nicely after a ma.
Foster were: E. C. Lowry and wife
Dean Williams and wife, Heck helped to gather out corn for him jor operation.
Saturday.
They
are
very useful in
Heck Bennett and wife, Dean Wil- Bennett and wife went to the show
Mr. Bill Doyle, Union City, spent
an emergency.
liams and wife and son, and Mrs. at Fulton afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie, Clement Saturday with Mr. and Mrs. B. L.
G. W. Brann.
Mrs. P. J. Brann and E. C. Lowry
Doran.
.
Capt. George Cannon of Boston, were in town Saturday shopping. . spent Sunday night with Mrs. cfr.
Miss Lornie McClain visited rew. Brann.
Aunt Mollie Brann's condition is latives, Mrs. Bennie Austin and
about the same. Little David Brann Mrs. M. L. Rhodes in Fulton Satand baby Dianne _Clement have ,urday.
Rev. Jack McClain will fill his
colds.
regular appointment at Salem on
next Sunday.
LATHAM
Leslie, smill son of Mr. and Mrs.
Euton Lassiter entered Haws MemMrs. Bell Blackard has been con- orial hospital for a minor operafined to hei bed foi the past few Lion Tuesday He is improved now.
Mrs. Grant Bynum is on the sick
days.
Mr. Donald Taylor arrived with list, Litho she is up and about some
his family and furniture from Ill- at her home.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bynum visinois Thursday of last week to
inake his home in Latham wiht his ited Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Frields
mother, Mrs. Ethel Taylor. We the past week.
Carey Frields received a telewel.come Donald and his family
phone call from his brother, Rex
back to Latham.
Mrs. Oma Nell Ivie and Suzie, Frields the past Saturday night.
and Mr. and Mrs. Billy 'vie of De- Rex is located in California and
troit spilt last week with relatives called home to hear from his sick
mother. Mrs. Ed Friends who is in
!n Latham.
Mr. and .Mrs. Giflam Harrison of Haws Memorial hospital.
Miss Pansy McClain, Los AnLansing, Mich., spent the week
end with Mr. and Mrs. Harvey geles, Calif., is spending a two
weeks vacation with her parents,
Carney,
Mr. Hoover Clark is enjoying a Rev. and Mrs. J. L. McClain.
Mr. and Mrs. Halton Glover were
_ 30-day furlough with his parents,
in Fulton Monday shopping and
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Clark.
Mr. and Mrs. Ftobert Goodwin visiting sick friends.
announce the arrival of a sOn, born
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
at the Fulton hospital last ;Friday.
"Mortals and Immortals" is the
He will be called Danny Reece.
School v.:as closed last Friday so subje.ct of the Lesson Sermon to
"OH. BOY, they .don't know her Mg weakness is FULTON PURE
that Mrs. Mignone Morrison and be read in all Christian Science
Mrs. kverne Winstead might at- churches throughout the world on
SIILK COMPANY'S PASTEURIZED MILK."
tend tfir Teachers meeting in Mem- Sunday. November 17, 1946.
The Golden Text is: "Thou art
phis.
Mrs. Molly Winstead, who has no more a servant, but a son; and
been seriously ill -for several days if a son, then an heir of God thru
--- passed away Thursday of last Christ." (Gal. 4:7).
Among the citations which comweek. She was buried Friday at
Blooming Grove. Funeral arrange- prise the Lsson Sermon is the following from the Bible: ''The Spirit
ments by Jackson & Sons.
NOW IS A GOOD TIME TO GIVE
The Bible Union School P. T. A.
met Wednesday night of last week.
A SUBSCRIPTION TO "THE NEWS"
Plans were made to prepare and
WHAT COULD BE APPRECIATED MORE?
stage a negro minstrel in the hoar
future.
A GIFT THAT LASTS THROUGH THE YEAR
- The Brundige School will plesent the play, Deacon Dubbs atTie
Bible Union School. on the night
of Nov. 27. Proceeds will go to
both schools.

I

Fulton Pure Milk Co.

DOUBLE VALUE
SUBSCRIPTION OFFER

lou Will Never Be Offered More Value

Fig Your Money—But ACT before it is too late

2-Year Subscriptisn
To THE FULTON NEWS, "your farm and
home paper," at ihe—

Price of One Year
YOU GET your rural news in "THE

NEWS"

Look at the Rural Column this week—

DUKEDOM—

DUKEDOM, ROUTE 2
CRUTCHFIELD

CAYCE

MT. MORIAH

PALESTINE
MARTIN HIGHWAY

ROUTE THREE
LATHAM

BEELERTON
PILOT OAK

AUSTIN SPRINGS

Subscribe Now
and Save
MORE THAN 300 READERS HAVE TAKEN
ADVANTAGE OF THIS SPECIAL SUBSCRIPTION OFFER. YOU CAN, TOO—BUT
DON'T DELAY!

be-areth witneos with our
spirit, that we are the children of
God: And if children, then heios;
heirs of God, and joint-heirs with
Christ." (Rom. 8:16, 17).
The Lesson Sermon aLso includes
the following passage from the
Christian Science Textbook, Science
and Health with Key to the Scriptures by Mary Baker Eddy: "The
great spiritual fact must be breught
out that man is not shall be, perfect and immortal. We must hold
forever the consciousness of existence and sooner or later, through
Christ and Christian Science, we
must master sin and death."
The enthusiasm -of some business
men for price control makes us suspect that there are considerable
profits available, somehow someBaseball has hr.d a record-breaking year and the chances are that
football will attract a large number
of scholars to our institutions of
learning.

With more buyers than there atter
good to sell there Is really no reason to advertise but the journals
of the year are packed and janwsett
with advertising.
It might be a good idea for gliatie
who do not like the idea of associat
ing with G. Britain to try association with the Soviet Union and see
where it leads.
A couple in the West said they
hadn't talked to one another for
almost a year. The perfect mar.
rian
gee
man who "wanted but little here below'' is the only rase
getting his share these days.
Give the average man a harasses
and screw driver and the ruin he
can accomplish, under the gUiSe of
being helpful, is tremendous.
Most criminals are not hard bailed—just half-baked.
Generations of the future will
wonder what was done with all
the tax money— well! what was
done with it?
Don't jump to conclusions— it
might be a trick ending.

Winterize
Your Car Now:
Bring your car in and let us give it a thorough
change-over for the cold days ahead

• CHANGE OIL
• DRAIN and CLEAN THE RADIATOR
• CHECK BATTERY
• FILL UP Witii GOOD GULF GASLINE

POLSGROVE sebr::
1HAYFIELD HIGHWAY

FULTON, KY.

Get Ready Nowts

PALESTINE
Mrs. A. M. Browder, Mr. and
Mrs. Glenn Bard visited relatives
, in Paragould. Ark.. the past week
Mrs. Ed Thompson is -reported
not so well this we.lt.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Weatherspoon and son. Dan. spent the
week end in Memphis with relatives and attended the Tenn.-Old
Miss. football game.
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Browder enzertained with a party on Monday:
night honoring Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
Browder of Duncan. Okla. There
were ',32 enjoyed the evening playing rook and flinch. A party plate
waS served for refreshments.
Mr. and :Mrs. Charles Browder
left Wednesday morning for a visit
with Mr. and Mrs. Abe Thompson
and family a few days. then from
there for a visit with their son,
Major Jack Browder pnd wife at
Rock Island. III.. before returning
to their home in Duncan. Okla.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Pewitt entertained three couples_ Monday
night with a rook party at heir
home.
Mrs. Tobe Wrigh is slowly recovering from a .cold she has had
for two weeks.
The Palestine Homemakers will
meet with Miss Gus Bro..vder in
an all day meeting FridaY.
Major lesson will ee...on Making
of Hooked Rugs.

ate
-)4"

You will find many values in
Winter

Time

Needs

at

our

store—for you and your family. It will pay you to come in
now and
needed

select those

wearables

you

muchhave

been promising yourself.
always a pleasure to bring

It is

you

the best values the market af-

off
Ladies' Dresses, Coats and Footwear;—
fords.

*Wel

Sweaters, Jackets, Underwear and "role
for every member of the family
REMEMBER US for WORK CLOTHES

AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs. Ed Friel& entered the Haws
Memorial hospital the past week
for treatment. She has been.yery
sick and friends extend 'many
wishes for a quick recovery.,,
4.- Mrs. James D. Briggs anliA son
were removed' from FlaAres
emOriel hospital the past week 'to the
home of her p&renfil, Mr. -and Mrs.
B. W. Westbrook. Mother and baby
are doing nicely.
Dr. and Mrs. C. A. Bell left Saturday for Detroit on a tWO weeks
visit. Dr. Bell is taking a much

Actios
eor
KASNOW

448 LAKE ST.
FULTON, KY.
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place—
thusiasts could bring back th econ- I WHEN TO REDUCE THE DEBT ! When they awake, most egotists I The best road to
ditions that spawned the old cus- I The United States as a whole is find themselves fools.
easy streets
tom, very rearely would they care enjoying unprecedented prosperity, I ma—
REVIVALs oF FOLK CUSTOMS to restore what has lived long and.
HEALTH'S SAKE—
with the income °fa-individuals exMany times in this column I have died peacefully. Isolated human in- tremely high. Despite the increasSEE YOUR
discussed left-over customs and stitutions often seem much better ed cost of living, the average Am-1,
CHIROPRACTIC
" language, remnants of other times than anything we now have. We erican is in a position to pay highr
PHYSICIAN
.• and even of other places. These left- look at them in retrospect or in a taxes if they are desirable for thel
over sare in every way attractive to book and wish that we could re- welfare of the nation.
PHONE 450
folk students, for they illustrate how store everything of this nature and
While we are not alarmed at the I
DR. B. L. DAVIS
our cultural patterns come and go, thus save only the cream of human sie of the national debt, we do I
Upstairs Over Fry Shoe Store
the origin and history of anIY or- achievement. Restorations like this, think it advisable for the Federal
FULTON, KENTUCKY
world-shaking changes. To know unless guided by wiie people and Government to make sizable reduc;
the origin and history of any or- even financed, soon fall of their tions in the load we must carry as
clinary human eustom allies one in own weight, again to become lost early as possible. There is no bethis thniking with geologists, in their institutions. Museums, as such, are ter time for debt reduction than '
seeing history so indent that man's among our finest storehouses of -during an era of prosperity when
g tIDGH8°" ••1‘.%i
ACTS FASTI
records seem only yesterday after- knowledge, but except as they help the people of the county, including
gOL14),,s itusseNG°
noon's newspapers. T oknow the us.Ao understand our former times the corporation, have the money
STAYS FRISK!
and give suggestions for bettering to pay the
gitt.
.1,4 IP
gs
y •
necesslry taxation.
• ' foik -clustom, to respect it, to see
g ;OA
present-day conditiodi they are
We are cognizant of the fact that
•
i'nat it is properly evaluated by I
worth little. Because a few gen• ti • •
t)
, writers—these are a few services
•
d th both
erations ago people devised certain
political parties- will *attempt to
' that the folklorist can render. But
types
of
clothes,
or
houses,
or
cus, woo votes by promising tax revis1. cannot bring myself to think that
toms, there is no earthly reason why
any considerable portion of his time
ion. Representative Harold Knutshould
vse
worship
everything theY , son of Minnlsota,
should be given to an effort to rewho would be
did and try to bring back a false
vive lost customs on any large
the chairman of the Ways and
flavor by pretending that we are
illustrations
muor
scale, except as
Means Committee in the event that
restoring some former time.
Republicans acquire control of
seum pieces.
A great many types of folk educa- the
Intro ...enses you
Soine shallow thinkers, finding in tion hay edeveloped in recent years, , the House, proposes* a twenty per
i hadn't counted on
Fleischmann's Fast
Ifyou bake at home—you'll cheer wonderful Fleischmann's Fast
customs that are now wgone a fine sorne of them good and others hard- cent cut in individual income levies.
may hove prevent•
-fast,
extra
...
-use
Easy-to
Somewhat' countering the Repub.
Rising Dry Yeast.
flexor, feel that they would confer y.
e -ic s ugr
ed you from putting
grimage, picpantry shelf .. . lets
Rising stays frclih, potent for weeks on your
a great bleasing on humanity by re- turesque and educative to those who lican pledge is thate statement of
time.
is your full win•
any
at
...
quickly
bread
you turn out delicious
introducting what once thrived and know what to see, to many who Representative Robert Doughton,
rer's supply of cpol
yeast in the house ...
without
"caught-short"
I
present
chairman
being
of
the
more
powerful
No
enthese
age.
If
old
then died of
'turn their eyes backward rather
for your cold
before yoti could use it.
no spoiled dough because yeast _weakened
than forward becomes a glorified committee, who expresses the opinstart baking any time
weather
can
you
comfort
Rising
Fast
Fleischmann's
With
view of a South that never existe I ion that a second postwar tax reaction when you need
for
ready
get ready cash from 1.7.It's
-time."
r
"jig
in
baking
... finish
I\
•or existed as a small pak of a mixed : vision bill will be written but holds
at your grocer's.
Yeast
Dry
Risine
our h;endly loon fere,
Fast
Fleischmann's
it. Get
'
blessing and curse. it is true that out no hope of a twenty per cent reoffice.
to relieve stuffiness, invite
there were some great mansions in duction in taxation.
parts or the South, mansions that ' We have no idea how the matshould be kept for museums, but' ter will work out, but ive feel sure '
the mass of the South, then as now. , that there will be tremendous presif nose fills up
was poor, and had to live by woik t sure exerted against Congressmen
and endurance of climate and ma- in an effort to have taxes reduced.
•
laria and insects. The modern man- This pressure will come from big
Over DeMyer Jewelry Store
I *DOA
sion, with modern additions to liv- business and individuals and it is
Phone 1252
Fulton, Ky. '
ses wonderful how a little Va-tro-nol ing conditions added unobtrusively, likely to have considerable force.
up each nostril relieves stuffy transient
has a way of giving a false concep- When it conies to getting a recite
William P. Horton, Mgr.
congestion. If you need relief tonight.,
try in Follow directions in package. tion of just how well our ancestors tion in taxes, nobody will talk .,
srasth of the Ohio lived. Pretty bout the size of the national debt
hostesses in fine old costumes sweep but it will be a good thing for av
through well-kept gardens, out of erase Americans to keep in mind
sight of wretched hovels and cabins
that no amount of backward-looking NOTES AND COMMENT
can erase. If the visitor to this etc.
If you haven't taken your 1946
gant annual event will keep a level vacation, you might _as
well get r
head, no harm will be done, and !ince! up.
his knowledge of cestain phases of
What the average school child
earlier life will be greatly increased: ,.vants is a method
of prolonging
otherwise he will face the present sacation-time.
—FOR—
actuality with disappointment and
Every revolution must be judged I
do what so many Southerners have
LIPon its own merits: some are ,
done, long for the good old davs goOd and soms
are bad.
before. 1361.
Modern machinery takes
the
lit a similar way I view with niace-of manpower and eases the
amukment efforts on th epart of burden of mankind.
semi-educated people to revive folk
One of the best ways to make
customs, apparently to give flavor money Is to save Some ot the money
' C.
to Ihings. One acquaintance Of you are making now.
mine fondly believes that his singing
One way in which Autumn has it
of music hall songs of forey years over Spring is the
absence of so
ago, songs printed and sold over many seed catalogs.
the counter and rattled away on a
There is no particular use to Patiimy piano, is a type of folk musie. rade 1,our religinn; if
RAY HUNTER, Owner
you have any,
He disdains true folk songs that somebody will find
it out.
•
were transmitted orally long before
Judging from the newspapers
Corner Central Ave. & East State Line
then:. frankly, just because theze that we ead from
other state there
songs of his came into his life when are 48 "best
Fulton, Kentucky
states" in the Union.
he was a young blade, he
.-'Now's-the time to fortify your
It will be a good idea to wait un
fancies
them the very essence of folk feel- til the elections
are over before la
ings an'd folk culture. I sometimes lieving
every Ihing that you hese
wonder whether some of these fad"PURSE STRINGS" by RE-NU SHOE SHOP
a
dists would like to junk the old
car and return to horses and
YOu DON'T NAVE 'TOSE AN
TOWANT
wHLL
I
DON
T
bug0 5'OU WANT
EXPERT TO APPRECIATE
EuT IF I MARRY YOUR
gies, to screenless kitshens, to ma'0 BE IVW
sae HION STANDARDS ses BY
DAUGHTER I 50PROjE
5C)N•IN-LAw EH?
larial summers, to illiterate millions
Don't take chances with the requirement of iron (the
ILL. HAVE TO BE.
your health in winter. Prot,ect most important mineral for aidwhose present-day decendents have
against that worn out, ing in building rich, red blood.
yourself
205 Commercial Ave. Phone 401
the advantages of a standard
exhausted feeling which may Vitawine is a very palatable
education.
lead to more serious complica- easy-to-swallow liquid.
THEY HIT 7HE MAIRk
•
Appliances. %lode. Sporting
tions.
f' EVERY TIME.'
Vitawine may be just what you
etin,
Silo
•
r
Simpkins Says
Vitawine, taken as directed, can need to protect your health in
44c
!
PrIr. 11.1j). 1,-_-,,,
Goods,
Radio
Repairing
aid your body by maintaining winter months. Ask your doctor
pA.
..........
•
WI!
T'''
is
4
*$‘4.,•it
your pep, strength and energy, or druggist. Then try Vitawine
Good nutrition is the ammuni. _
..,.,
1
Ilir\Pi
provided you have no organic for 30 days.
tion of good peacetime living.
.
....
complication or focal infection.
Howard Strange, Electrkian
, .'-'• .
—
AIM iil
To be, or not to be, that is
Providing 6 times the minimum
the
question posed •by accident haz- Thomas Coates. Radio Technician
adult daily requirement of VitaNOW! NEW LOW PRICES!
min B, (frequently called the
Lake Street, Fulton
ard
Dsi.rty
16 OZ. $1.30
32 OZ. $2.30
vitamin)
f'energy"
11
times
and
cotton does not ring the
bell—it makes the ginner wring
7AT ALL LEADING.ORUO COUNTERS
Next to the City National Bank
his hands.
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Keeps for weeks on your pantry shelf..,
You can bake at a moment's notice

Sleep

NOTICE!

itoweimmireir

NOW OPEN FOR BOINESS
The

VICKS VAIRO-NOL

Southside Garage

It's RAY'S

Formerly Wilson-House Garage
Martin •Highway across street from Adams
& Lowe Concrete Co.

DIXIE
CREAM
DONUTS

CARS -- TRUCKS -- TRACTORS REPAIRED
All Work Guaranteed
M. Valentine
E. L. Byrd
•

Southside Garage

1

et.
,
wip
i

208 Paschall St. Phone 1031

STRENGTHootENERGY

CITY ELECTRIC CO

RE-NU
SHOE SNOP

.,

,.e..:*.

FON), Ky.

Against the Rigors of Bad Winter Weather!

Ira, rm..,

R-E-HU SHOE SHOP

I
1

See Us For Your-

VETERINARY SUPPLIES!
We have a good supply of popular veterinary
supplies, and will be glad to fill your needs.
HOG CHOLERA,
STOCK TONICS,

POULTRY POWDER
WORM CAPSULES

It is better to be safe than sorry
ust as it is better to be than to
have been.
Which is worse—letting feed go
down a rat hole, or letting soil go
down a gully.
The man who constantly "passes
the buck" seldom passes the test
of a worthwhile life.
Farmers having access to electric
power have a powerful ally in the
war against drudgery.
The Seven-Step Cotton Improvement Program is helping King Cotton to stand on his own feet.
The amount of labor 'put into
farming is not as conducive to success as the way kt is put in.
Sally Simpkins says: It's better
to have food in the basement than
to have only food for thought.

Mansfield Martin
A. W. McClellan

A DIETARY

VETERINARY SYRINGES and NEEDLES

NEW OWL
DRUG COMPANY

Furnaces Vacuum
Cleaned
Plumbing and Heating
Stoker Service
206 Church St.
Phone 399

SUPPLEMENT

WATCH
REPAIRING

From where I sit...6y Joe Marsh
How to Handle
a Fortune

EFFICIENT
PROMPT and
COURTEOUS SERVICE
YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR
GENUINE •11101STIRID

CAGLE & BOWLIN

itawin

k

e e sa e
DIAMONDS

R. M. KIRKLAND
JEWELER
MAIN ST.

FULTON, KY.

Some months ate I reported in
the Clarion how Mel Date's uncle
died up north, and left hiss with a
tidy fortune.
Naturally, our tovrn was curious
to see how Mel would spend it:
Traveling around the world ...
getting a new house or car ...
or dinwearing fancy clothes
ing on cold pheasant and champagne ...?
We can now report, Mel hasn't
changed a bit! Drop in on him any
night, and youll find him in him
shirt sleeves by the fire, chatting

with the Mierout, shaving a mellow
glass of beer with friesda.
From where I sit, Mel has
learned the art of handling money
—as well as handling people. You
don't let cash-in-the-bank push
you around any more than you
let people push you around. If you
like the simple, homey life; companionship and quiet ways; a giant
of beer and friendly talk —that's
worth a fortune, after all!

Copyright,19416.

Sbe (if(44'‹
Slates Brews,. Foandediots

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
W. W. Jones & Sons
Funeral Rome

IL

tHE AMERICAN WAY

1E9 University
Phone Die
MARTIN, TENN
A Distinctive Service Weil
Within Your Means

USUALLY 114'GUY 114 AT'S
HANDIN'
OUt FREE
ADVICE ON HOW
MAKE
A MiLUON ••LIARS--MSTIV Goi
FIMEN
CEN1's
HIS OWN.

"JOE BEAVER".

By Ed Nofziw

FOR SALE

4igoisith4
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Registered Duroc Boars and Gilts, double treated

COMNIUNISM IN OUR
iyAR DEPARTMENT
Sonie weeks ago, I came into I
possesion of a copy of War Depart! ment Education Manual EM 763-Economics: Principles and Problems 1
, —in two volumes.
, As I read here and there in these
volumes, it became more and more
apparent that there was something
very definitely haywire. So you ;
may get an idea of what I mean,1
here's an example of the contentS,

We don't care whether you have
15 cents or S15.000 — we treat
everyone the same. We've declared
an Armistice against inferior
cleaning and we Inive the most
efficient alteration service. We
give you the best—and we give
to you% gladly.

against

cholera: weigh 150 to 250 lbs. each-

they are nice and priced to sell quick at 30c per
pound. M. R. DUKE, 1 mile of Dresden, Tenn-

Oist

AZ4:4124014. :a14.trizrazt..

The
BRONZOLEUM
Concrete Burial Vault
PriSven

Dependability
Beauty

•

Permanence

Foresi Service, U. S Department of Agriculture

. "Any dumb kid cnn start a fire, but who's :smart enough to put back what's
burned in a day 7"

Strength
IINLY
NIED
•-ASN & CAR/7V
.1a 3
s,
PRESS WI-111..E. YOU WAIT
CAU.5. MONEY areor JON* HO(L AND,PRaq

C

TojikliefrigAt4161-111GoorneArial-

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
Al Low Cost
Walsbas Cloalu sod Thise
Moo el All Kinds Accurate
ly Repaired at Low Cosi bv -

bold Only Thru
Punerst Directors.
AdAde aod Serviced by

ANDREWS

KATTERJOHN
Concrete Products

• JEWELRY COMPANY

Paducah. Kr

Our Nation-Wide Affiliations
Enables us to serve familes who haue moved to
distant cities

HORNBEAK FUNERAL -HOMEFULTON, HY.
4 1111I'LANCE

SERVICE
Day or Night—Phone 7

hotidit the Famous BRONZOLEVM Vaults
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1 Cro enough toffee A heaping table•
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of freshly Mann note it the popular
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01 Red
toffee should ha. double strength
Male fresh coder every time Neter re.
best coffee, and be mire go keep it h.
until served .which should he as soon
as poasible after prep•ration.
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Must.,scald the pot. Each time Mb,*
toms the coffee pot it should be owed
with boiling tester

Keep toffee making egripment gletn.
ath tour toffee maker often u oh
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"Hoek— We can't plug hi to 'boar ‘sts;pormas
,
maw pop goes threogh using his *loch* shaver!"

•
Keep your home modem with ADEOUATE WIRING,
Enhance living, increase convenience ond value by wiring
ahead. Whether you build or remodel, provide ample _
outlets and circuits, use large enough wire. Let us help you:

KENTUCKY UTILIT!ES COMPANY
"11•11111
,

quoted from page 521, Volume 1:
"The Abolition of Inheritance—
Our goal, then, is equality of opportunity such as-we have just described. The first move in this direction. we believe, should be the
adoption of a thoroughgoing federal estate tax whwich will prevent the piling up of wealth ior
the use of individuals, and will insure its expendiutre in the interests of all. If this tax is to do its
full share in
redu.cing inequalities. it must take a very large proportion of a man's estate upon his
death. leaving for the heirs (apart
from a modest provision for direct
dependents) little more than mere
keepsakes, which are valued chiefly for sentimental reasons.
"This arrangement would take
from the children of the wealthy
the advantage they now enjoy
through the inheritance of property which places them economically
Jar in advance of those who hive
not chosen their parents so shrewdly. There is much to be said for
shuffling t/se cards between deals,
and for having all runners in a
race of life start from the same
point. It is equally important in
the race of life that contestants
should get an even star, in so far
as he elimination of articial obstacles is concerned. If inheritance
of income-producing property were
abglished, we should have at last
a chance to udge fairly the qualities of the racers—a chance which
is non-existent today under a sys-'I
tem that often penalizes the weak
aad favorPihe strong. It is scarcely necessary to add that an estate
tax, if it was not to be evaded,
would have to be accompanied by
a gift tax which would prevent
the tranAfer of property in anticipation of death. or would at least
tax suCh transfers at a high rate."
How do you like that? Pretty
bad isn't it for our War Department to be a party to teaching economic theories which. if adopted.
would utterly destroy individual
incentive, one of the principle factors which enabled this country to
civilization the
outstrip every
world has ever known. I used the
above quotation in speeches in
St. Louis, Los Angeles, San Franco, Washington, Chicago and other
places, but did not release the
quotation to the press until I
spoke in Washington on October 4.
The wire _servi.?es picked it up
and spread it to Jiractically every ;
daily paper-in the country.
This publicity, coupled with the ,
storm of protest that descended on
Congress and the War Department I
from those present at the other
meetings, resulted in the War Department withdrawing Education
Manual EM 763.
It may be that withdrawing the
Manual is supposed to quiet the
rising tide of criticism. Perhaps it ;
will be some extent, hut it won't !
shut me up. I'm goipg to continue ;
talking about this Manual until a !'
investigation h a s
Congressional
been authorized to make a thorough ;
investigation of the whole War De-1
partment educational program and ,
the personnel in charge of that I
program.

•
'

What I want to know and what
the American people want to
know is how and why our War
Department ever went in for teaching Communism. Also. we want
to know that even though Education Manual EM 763 has been withdrawn, there aren't one or more
other manuals stilt in use which
are just as bad, if not 'worse. I'll
have more on this subject in my
next column.

A sign of
For Rent."

popularity— "House

There's no use in refusing tb let
wife have her own way—
she'll get it any way.
Most husbands agree a successful marriage is not so much the
mating as the estimating.
An too many parts of the world
the dove of peace is acting like a
game rooster.
Subscribe to THE NEWS!
your
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CHAS. W. BURROW
REAL ESTATE and
PUBLIC AUCTIONEER
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Farm and City Property
List or Buy With Us!

A beautiful diamond Bridal Due' will
speak eternally to "her" of your love
... a worthy symbol of enduring love.
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ANDREWS
JEWELRY COMPANY
Church Street, Fulton, Kentucky

ANNOUNCING
Ole Opening of The

Fulton TireService
Complete line of Passenger Car,
Truck and Tractor Tires
NEW - SECONDS - and REJECTS
Tires Mounted Free of Charge

Fulton TireService
U. S. Tire Distributors
Corner 4th and Depot Sts.
Phone 904
Fulton, Ky.

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, F'ULTON, KENTUCKY
The love of a man WI a rmid, or I
Pictured were taken during the
AL RGER PIG CROP
•SOCIETY
Courage is that virtue which man breast and lights the living
a. maid for a man can nevec last, untraditional cutting of the cake, afSOUGHT FOR 1947 champions the cause of right.-- way of life.—Mary Baker Eddy.
fleas these two mutually love a third
ter which it was served, with cofF'LOYD-PHELPS
Cicero.
Who, then. is the invincible man?
-something.
•
fee to the guests. Miss Roberta
The State USDA Council has apWhere true fortitude dwells, He whom nothing that is outside
At nine o'clock Sunday morning Floyd
and Mrs. Glenn' McAlister proved a 1947 spring goal of 149,loyalty, bounty, friendship and the sphere of his moral purpose
in an impressive candlelight cerepresided at the table.
000 sows to farrow in Tennessee, fidelity may
be found.—Sir Thos. can dismay.—Epictetus.
mony as beautiful as it was simple
n r Lij ru ci LC('
Shortly afterward, the happy says J. S. Robinson. extension
Browne.
The only chance some husbands
Miss Martha Kathryn Floyd, daucouple dashed through a shower of !swine specialist, U-T College of
Immortal courage fills the hu- get to talk—is in their sleep.
ghter of Mrs. Robert Floyd of Clinrice to their car and were off on Agriculture.
ton, became the bride of David
their honeymoon to the Smoky
This goal is 12 per cent more
_ribuic pi- Hi -rr !
Ward Phelps, son of A. B. Phelps
Mountains. They will return via than the 133,000 sows which faroS Fulton. The double ring service
FULTON, KENTUCKY
Lexington after which they will! rowed the 1946 spring pigs in Ten.4..was read by the Rev. Robert Cunbe at home at 308 Norman-st in Inessee, and is 6 per cent above
ningham at Mt. Moriah Baptist
Fulton where Mr. Phelps is cno- ! the five year, 1937-1941, average
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Church, unda• an archway of mainected with the Fulton Pure Milk I of 139,000.
Double Feature
denhair ferns, flanked by white
The National goal of 9.170.000
Company.
cathedral tapers, banks of greenJUST CA14,ilDfl
Mrs. Phelps. accountant at the sows to farrow next spring has also
ery and floor baskets of giant
been announced, which is about 13
fi
Hickman-Fulton Counties
ERE;;RADE
Rural
white chrysanthemums.
f "1,,,,e
lf
Electric Co-operative Corporation Iper cent more than the 8.087,000
SHEILA
Freceding the lighting of the
. NW PAOLA DA
YEA
:
at Hickman. will continue with her ; sows which farrowed the 1946
candles. Mrs. Inez Claxton of Clinspring pig crop. Robinson pointed
VAIW'1 1
Walter CATLETT
position for the present.
ton played "Liebestraum" and Miss
out that the need for greater pork
at the
Phyllis Froyd, cousin of the bride,
output next year, and in 1948, in
—plus—
FULTONIANS ENTERTAIN
of Paducah, sang "Because" and
view
of
the
expected
high
consumFLOYD-PHELPS BRIDAL PARTY
WILD BILL ELLIOTT
Love You Truly." Mrs. Claxton
I er demand and possibility of smallalso
played
traditional
the
weder production of other meats, is
—in—
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon McAlister
ding marches and during the serthe basci reason for establishing
were hosts at a delightful rehear"IN OLD
vice played "Till the End of Time."
the goal at a figure substantially
sal at dinner evening for the
larger than in 1946. -With favorable
The bride, a radiant blonde, was
Floyd-Phelps wedding party at
Fulton, Ky.
SACRAMENTO"
corn prospects virtually assured.
given in marriage by her brother,
their home in Fulton. Fall flowers
there will be adequate feed availEdwin Floyd. She wore a smoke
Cometb. Serail To Arms
in white and pink were arranged
able next year to feed out a spring
gray, cutaway suit of wool gabarat intervals abouE the living room. pig
crop of 58,000,000 head in the
dine with black accessories and
SUN-MON.-TUES.
The dining table, overlain with Nation and still
provide adequate
carried'a purple orchid _upon a
white damask. featured an attrac- supplies for other livestock prowhite prayer book from which
tive center piece of white chrysan-i duction, commercial uses, export
cascaded a shovaer of white-rib-k-Titel
eelt
themums reflected in a mirror pla- and permit a large increase in the
boned .stephanotis.
arS
lir
que with flanking white tapers Jr corn.- carry-over.
Her maid of honor, her sister,
.
crystal candelabra.
k.:1,..r1.:.c..01,..ro
Miss Roberta Floyd, wore a brown
%
The piece de resistance was fried
BACK YOUR BELIEFS
wool suit with brown accessories
chicken.
IlAd Suffered Miserable Distres.s I took strong laxatives. I felt
_
and a shoulder corsage of talisman
Also Fox NCH'S
Those present wewre 'Miss MarFrom Ner v o us Indigestion weakened. lost %%eight and teppar
Edward C. Sammons, president
rosebuds. Mrs. Glenn McAlister of
tha Floyd,- bride-elect. lovely in a of the United States National Bank
Weakened, Run-Down
Feeling ently lacked strength to throw off
Lexington, also attclided the bride.
black dress with sequins and a of Portland Oregon, recently said
And Sluggish Elimination, Statea winter colds. for I had to drag
She wore black with blue accesWED. - THCRS.
shoulder corsage of white button that our _Congressmen, who are
Feels along as best I could. feeling pitiWell Known Resident.
sories and a shoulder arrangement
mums: Miss Roberta Floyd, maid now swmaped with ideas and propFine NOW.
fully miserable.
pink roses.
of honor who wore aqua with sil- aganda from "rosy ideas of the
Ilwah :1::.
E1.. 1:0:12...N
o 4S
Glenn McAlister of Lexington
"Retonga gave me blessed relief
ver nail .hilids; Mrs. Glenn Mc- radicals," would %velcome the opin"I give Retonga full credit for
Ind
1111s0N 0 E 1.1.F.S it.
was best man while Glenn WeathAlister of Lexington, whose dress ions of any group uniting in the relieving me of the torments of in- from my distress and I now have a
&ma!
erspoon of Lexington and Harry
was of blue wood: David Phelps. defense of the capitalistic system. digestion and also the fact that my hearty appetite. sleep soundly, have
/Tit Steutiitt
Reams of Fulton served as ushers.
Edwin Floyd, Glenn McAlister, He then said that this country was resitarce now seems so strong that regained some lost weight and feel
Mrs. Floyd, mother of the bride,
Glenn Weatherspoon, Harry Reams either going back to. the Constitu- I haven't had a cold in two win- much stronger. The past two winwore a que woolen suit with black
Cartoon and Fox News
Miss Pauline Thompson, Mrs. Ruth tion, "the civil Bib/e of America." ters," happily declares Mrs. Ida ters I have not had any sign of a
accessories and a corsage of white
Collins. Mrs. Bill Holland, Miss or - was going to drift into some Satin, widely known resident of cold. Poor elimination also is rerosebuds.
lieved. Retonga gave me entire
Jean Holland, Mr. and Mrs. A. B. kind of ism because of apathy on 106 Perry. St.. Owenton, Kentucky.
Mrs. Phelps. foster mother of the
satisfaction and I cannot praise it
Phelps, C. F. Turner of Nashville 'he part of those who oppose that Discussing her case, Mrs. Salin
bridegroom, chose a beige suit and
too highly."
continued:
gratefully
ond .the hosts.
trend.
black accessories with ,which she
A great many -of us:particularly
miserably
nervfrom
suffered
Retonga
"I
intended to relieve
wore white rosebuds.
businessmen, who denounce Con- ous indigestion and gas in my distress due to insufficient Ho* of
Mrs. Cora Hicks, maternal grand- CHR TIAN MISSIONARY
;ress
for
its
failures
of
both
°nitsstomach whenever I forced my. digestive juices in the stomach
mother of the bridegroom, had on SOCI Y OBSEFfVED ITS
-Jon and commission do , nothing selfs_ to cat anything and I don't loss of appetite. Vitamin al defic
a frock of alice blue with black 50TH ANNIVERSARY
whatever to aggressively support see how anyone could have feit iency and constipation Accept no
FULTON, KENTUCKY
cessories arid she, too, wore
measures and policies which we be- more high-strung. Nights I could substitute. Retonga may be obtainwhite roses.
The Woman's Missionary Society lieve sound. The result is that a gleep only a short time. For years ed at DeMyer Drug Co
adv.
Among
the
crowdt
that
filled
the
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
of the First Christian Churqh was 'lard-working
intensely
v oC.0
church to capacity were the folorganized here in November, 1896. corps of left-wingers. have gained
KIRBY GRANT
lowing persons from Hickman: The
late Mrs. Willie Morris was an influence far beyond their true
FUZZY KNIGHT
Mrs. Robert Kelly, Misses Lena M. the
first president: Mrs. India Gor- importance.
Hughes, Hazel Bradley,
Marie don, first secretary.: Mrs. Sallie
—in—
Again, businessmen frequently
Johnston, Margaret Everett, ,Mrs. Browder,
first treasurer. Rev. E. fail completely to oppose trends
"GUNMAN'S CODE" Reuben Grissom, Mr and Mrs. Roy M. Waits was pastor
ot the church whose logical end is the destrucAdams, William Youree, Mrs. H. at
that time. It is unfortunate that ein of business—on the telfi:-.1.
C. Schimmel and Mr. and Mrs. J. none
ef founding officers are alive , and short-sighted grounds that
SUNDAY-MONDAY
T. Howard.
today to witness the iine work I some particular law doesn.:t apply
JOHN HODIAK
Those attending from Fulton in- that has been
But everybody can follow these corrunon
done by the society specifically to them. As a case in
NANCY GUILD
cluded Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Mc- aver a
period of a half century of point, electric power is a good expreca:Itions and help reduce the hazards:
sense
Alister, Mr. and Mrs. Naylor Ward service.
—in—
ample. Time after time. busine•
Burnett. Mrs. Horace Reams, Mr.
Wecinesday afternoon the Society men have actually endorsed publa:
1. Clean up your premises.
"SOMEWHERE
and Mrs. Smith Brown, Mr. and observed
its 50th anniversary with power development and the conseMrs Charles Stallins, Miss Charlene a silver
tea in the parlor of the quent destruction of the private
IN THE NIGHT"
Gravette, Mrs. Leroy Weatherspoon Ffrst
2. Clean out trash from attics. cellars and
Christian church on Carr-st. utilities—apparently in the belief
and C. B. Gardner.
Cartoon—Little Bro. Rat
ft was a scene of infinite beauty that the vas government expendiclosets.
A lovely wedding breakfast for with an attractive
arrangement of tures involved might be of soma
the bridal party, the families and chrysanthemums,
greenery . a n d financial benefit to them. Yet it
3. CHECK YOUR FIRE INSURANCE
TUES.-WED.-THURS.
a few close friends was held at the
white candles. The table was beau- should be clear to anyone that if
Phelps
home
near
POLICY—be
Fulton follow- :Vully appointed, draped
sure you are fully covered—both
Double Feautre
in lace, we accept the idea that governing the ceremony.
with a three-tiered light gold cake ment should produce and sell us
1VARREN DOUGLAS
buildings
and
household effects.
" Arrangements of white chrysan- as the centerpiece.
The cake was electricity. government eventually
—in—
themums gra6
.
ed the rooms and the decorated with a
cluster of lilacs will sell our food. our clothes, our
4. If you have any insurance problems 01
buffet was decorated with a low and gold leaves. On
top of the insurance our medical service, and
"BELOW
silver bowl of large and small cake was a gold
desire additional coverage. phone No. 5.
bell ent*ined with everything else.
pompons in white, marked by white ,
,m1d leaves. centered with the word
THE DEADLINE"
Those Americans who believe in
tapers in silver candelapra. The "50th." W. M. S. and
free. Constitutional
government
1896-1946
in
FIRE—it can happen to you!
—plus—
lace draped dining table was cen- dark gold letters were
written a- have their chance to make themPHIL TERRY
tered with zm immense three tier- round the bell. Yellow
chrysanthe- selves felt now. If they miss that
ed bride's cake in all-white, topped mums and greenery was
—in—
tastefully chance. it may never come again.
by a tiny bride and groom in a arranged around the base of
the
"DARK HORSE"
bower of orange blossoms and cake with tapers in :silver
The bravest are the tenderest
candelflanked by multiple white tapers. abras on either side.
Main Street
The loving are the daring.
Fulton, Kentucky
Mesdames Jake Huddleston, E.
—Bayard. Taylor
M. Oakes presided at the tea tables with Mesdames Chas. Andrews,
Winfrey Shepherd, Freeman Dallas
R. C. Pickering. Jess Nichols, Moore
Joyner assisting in serving.
Mesdames Harry Murphy, B. G.
Huff. B. B. Alexander, J. R. Holland, I. W. Little, composed the
receiving line.
The pttor, Rev. E. M. Oakes,
Mrs. L. O. Bradford, Mrs. Clyde
Williams, Mrs. Lon Pickle, Miss
Elizabeth Witty greeted the guests
WE haVe purchased The Coffee Shoppe and will endeavor to
as they arrived.
Mrs. J. L. Buckingham presided
serve you quality food at reasonable prices. A good many
at the register.
Years of experience in the restaurant businetss and in the groA musical program was given
cery and meat market business makes us familiar with the
by Mrs. Frank Beadles and Miss
Joan McCollum.
task of serving our patrons.
One hundred thirty nine imests
called during the afternoon. .

uuron

PLUMBING gRVICE
R. D. STRATTON, Phunber

;it

Bt. & B. giPPLIC Co.
or Phone 723

Enough Says Ky. Lady

H

No Building Is Immune
From FIRE--

ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY

The Coffee Shoppe Now
Under New Management

Your p.itroodge

solicited and appreciated.

MR. AND MRS. ALLEN AUSTIN

The CoffeeShoppe
MAIN STREET

FULTON, KY.

Winning pause

FULTON STUDENTS EARN
DEGREES AT MURRAY
--Three Fulton county students are
among those receiving degrees at
Murray State College during the
summer session. They are Miss
Nelle Elizabeth Sizzle, received the
bachelor of music education degree: Forrest Alton Riddle, of Fulton, and Miss Margaret McClellan
WOrktnan of Cayce, the bachelor
Of science degrees.

borne wort AUTHOITTY OP pm COCA-COIA COIKurr rt

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Company, Inc.

